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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

RESEARCH AND 5 oC1 1978
ENGINEERING

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

SUBJECT: Final Report of the DoD Shale Oil Task Force

I am pleased to 3ubmit the final report of the DoD Shale Oil Task
Force. The work of the Task Force was initiated at the request of

the DoD Shale Oil Policy Steering Group: it commenced in December 1977
and was completed in June 1978.

The Task Force has concluded that Department of Defense planning as-
sumes that liquid hydrocarbon fuels will power its mobile platforms
systems and equipment for the foreseeable future. Accordingly,
based on projections of limited supplies of petroleum products for
defense, and of increased U.S. dependency on imports, our report
stresses the need for the Department of Defense to plan for an orderly
transition from natural crude to synthetic fuels during the time period
1985-2010. The report also points out that shale-derived military
mobility fuel is an attractive gear-term alternate to natural crude oil.

In the report we have reviewed pertinent petroleum production and con-
sumption trends; discusssed DoD's role in selecting and developing
synthetic fuel alternatives to natural crude; and described ongoing
and potential developmental efforts that Defense can appropriately
pursue. We have also provided the skeletal framework of a Defense
Mobility Fuels Action Plan that assigns specific functional responsi-
bilities for synthetic fuels development. Your approval of this approach
and suggested assignments of responsibility is requested to charter sub-
sequent staff and Service actions.

With your concurrence, I will disband the DoD Shale Oil Task Force upon
your acceptance of this report and its proposed structure for a Defense
Mobility Fuels Action Plan.

Ruth M. Davis

Chairperson
DoD Shale Oil Task Force

Attachment
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"There is no more serious threat to the long-term

security of the United States and to its Allies

than that which stems from the growing deficiency

of secure and assured energy resources."

Secretary of Defense
Harold Brown
May 1977
House Ad Hoc Committee on Energy
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ABSTRACT

This two volume report summarizes th, activities of the DoD Shale Oil
Task Force. The work commenced in Pecember 1977 and was completed ir
June 1978.

The research described in Volume I of the repurt explores the future
availability ot mobility fuels to DoD and addresses the options Doi) has
to ensure that its mobility fuel needs are satisfied. Volume I of the
report contains: a review of pertinent petroleum production and consump-
tion Lrends; projections of DoD's future requirements; and a recommen-
dation that DoD must plan for an orderly transition from natural crude
to synthetic fuels during the time period 1985-201)1. The report also
points out that shale-derived military mobility tuoe is an attractive
near-term alternative to natural crude oil. Volume I concludes by
providing a skeletal framework of a Defense Mobility Fuels Action Plan
which includes a suggested management structure and assignment of
specific tasks.

Volume II of the report contains appendices which provide backup material
to the report.
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EXECUT I VE SUMMARY

On 17 December 1977 the Deputy Secretary of Defense established

the Defense Shale Oil Task Force, an informal group, and t:asked it to

address and make recommendations on the alter matives availjbhle to lol)

to meet its mobility fuel requ i rements in thle 1990's and beyond.

The primary objective of the Task Force was to address the potential

use of shale oil as a synthetic fuel to be used by DoD as an alternative

to crude-oil based fuels. In so doing the Task Force addressed:

o The technical uncertainties attendant upon shale oil
exploitat ion.

o Synthetic fuel alternatives to shale oil with emphasis on
comparative economics, environmental and timing considerations.

o Industrial considerations.

o Research and development on new propulsion systems and other
modifications to mobile equipment needed for the use of
alternative fuels or other than liquid fuels.

o The related roles of Dol) and DoE with emphasis on DoD needs
for DoE support.

To accommplish its assigned task, the Task Force concentrated its

effort on developing the following:

o A compilation of credible and validated supply/demand data
for DoD in the next 25-50 years.

o A DoD strategy for maximizing the probability that liquid
hydrocarbon fuels will be available as required.

o A delineation of technical uncertainties associated with
shale oil exploitation.

o A set of synthetic fuel alternatives to shale oil illustrated
by comparative economic, environmental and timing data.

o A discussion of the role of industry in the commercialization
of shale oil or other synthetic fuels.

x



o Needed research and development activities related to the use
of alternative fuels.

o A listing of characteristics and required testing of synthetic
fuels for DoD mobility use.

o An agreed-upon DoD/DoE relationship in energy policy and energy
developments for DoD mobility needs.

A discussion of these items constitutes the substance of the Report

.f the Defense Shale Oil Task Force.

After careful and detailed consideration of the topics listed

ibove, the Task Force reached the following conclusions:

o Significant shortages of petroleum fuels for U.S. needs w'ill
probably occur in the late 1980's and 1990's.

o U.S. dependency on foreign sources is not likely to decrease in
the near term.

o DoD almost totally depends on petroleum or substitute liquid
hydrocarbon fuels to meet its mobility energy requirements
for the foreseeable future.

" DoD presently has only two means of obtaining priority among
U.S. users for its fuel supplies: namely;

- The Defense Production Act.
- Allocation under the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act

of 1973 (which runs out in 1978).

o fhere is considerable uncertaintv associated with any reliance
by DoD upon these Acts.

c, DoD has no assurance that its mobility liquified hydrocarbon fuel
requicements can be satisfied from known sources of natural
crude petroleum.

o Fulfillment of DoD peacetime readiness needs through a system
of emergency allocation priorities of the Defense Production
Act at the expense ot other segments of the national economy
is expected to be unacceptable.

o DoD must plan on an orderly transition from natural to synthet-
ic crude oil products and other fuels in the time period
(1985-2010) to ensure that its mobility fuel needs can be sat-
istied through greater reliance on developable domestik
s', o;.r Ce s.

Xi
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o Shale-derived Itiels are ons idered a most at tract ive .11 teI-
native for military mobi Iiity needs

Based upon the t indings I sted above the Task For( c recomeolds that

DoD develop a comprehensive Mobility Fuels A(t ion Plan. Iis ' lIn

should include the following elements:

o A secretarial level Memorandum ot Understanding to formal lze
DoD and DoE cooperative efforts tI deve lop domest ic sources
of synthet ic mobi Iity fuels to meet Dol) requirements.

o A briefing by the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of!
Energy to the President concerning the cooperative DolD/IDoE
efforts in developing synthetic mobil ity fuel supplies.

" A technical and operational plan for DoD to transition from
the use of conventional fuels to synthetic mobility fuels in
the period 1985-2010.

o An accelerated DoD engine/fuel technology program to establish

acceptable synthetic fuel specifications and to develop the
engine technology to utilize a broad range of synthetic tuels.

o A DoD program to test and evaluate synthetic fuels prodtued
from new sources.

o A DoD plan to provide an agreed-upon market for synthetic
fuels, if appropriate.

o A high DoD priority for the development ot the engine/tuels
technology industrial base to enable the Dol) to consume shale-
derived oil substitutes as a primary source of defense mobi lity
fuels.

The management of Dol's mobility fuels programs will require in-

creased management attention. The Task Force recommends the following:

o The Defense Shale Oil Policy Steering Group will be disbanded.
However, the Deputy Secretary of Defense will continue to be
the approving authority for major policy matters related to the
Defense Mobility Fuels Program, and have available for consulta-
tion the members of the disbanded Policy Steering Group with
additional representation from ASI)(PA&E) and ASD( ISA).

o The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff will provide an annual up,-
(late of Do' s current and projected 10 year mob I ity fuel re-

ui rements . This statement of requirements will include an

xii



assessment of DoD's ability to seture adequate supplies for
peacetime operation and to sustain adequate war reserve
inventory.

o The Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
will be responsible for proposing policy for all internal DoD
and interagency matters relating to mobility fuels RDT&E.

" The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, Reserve Affairs
and Logistics) will be responsible for proposing policy and
programs on matters pertaining to logistical, fuel allocation
and regulatory matters (to include the establishment of DoD as
a market for synthetic fuels, if appropriate.) The ASD(MRA&L)

will serve as the primary focal point with the Department of
Energy for matters relating to Defense mobility fuel require-
ments.

The above responsibilities will be carried out by the cited offi-

cials according to their instructions. The DoD Shale Oil Task Force

suggests the use of the following existing and newly created working group

structure which is designed to facilitate management and performance of

assigned tasks in an efficient and timely manner while preserving the

functional prerogatives of the participants.

o The Defense Energy Policy Council (DEPC) should be responsible
for proposing policy and programs on matters pertaining to
logistical, fuel allocation, and regulatory matters to include
establishment of DoD as a market for synthetic fuels, if
appropriate.

o The Defense Energy Action Group (DEAG) should plan and coordi-
nate DoD-wide mobility fuels efforts pertaining to operational
fuel allocation, and regulatory matters.

o The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition Policy
should establish synthetic fuel specifications, and review the

acquisition of new weapons systems for fuel compatibility with
supply (DSARC interface).

o A Defense Mobility Fuels RDT&E Policy Council, chaired by the
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering
(Research and Advanced Technology) (DUSDRE(R&AT)) should be
established which will be responsible for proposing policy for
all internal DoD and interagency matters relating to mobility
fuels RDT&E.

xiii



o A Defense Mobility Fuels RDT&E Action Group, chaired by the
Assistant for Research to the DUSDREIR&AT), should be estab-
lished to develop plans for, and to coordinate, all DoD RDT&E
efforts for mobility fuels. The Defense Synthetic Fuels
Steering Group (DSFSG) should be disbanded and superceded by
the new Action Group.

o The Defense Mobility Fuels RDT&F Action Group should:

o (a) establish working groups, as required, to perform
program planning and coordination tasks

(b) establish mechanisms to ensure adequate information
exchange and preclude unwarranted duplication of efforts

(c) assign the task of procuring test quantities of fuels for

RDT&E programs

(d) inform for prime-mover development and acquisition activi-

ties of implications for their future efforts that are

derived from mobility fuels RDT&E program activities

by 30 November with a coordinated assignment for lead DoD

component responsibility for mobility fuels technology

o After program plans havC been developed and approved, tasks
to be performed by individual Services and agencies should be
funded and managed through normal channels.

, iv



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Department of Defense (Do)) is heavily reliant upon liquid

petroleum products. DoD is the largest single U.S. energy consumer

and accounts for about three percent of the national energy consumption

through direct usage and an approximately equal amount through defense

related industries. In wartime, these energy requirements would in-

crease by more than a factor of three.

DoD's current total mobility fuel requirements are about

400,000 barrels per day.

Looking to the foreseeable future, there appears to be little relief

from DoD dependence upon petroleum fuels. DoD continues to build mobile

systems that are powered with petroleum based products. With a normal

R&D cycle in propulsion programs of about 20 years from basic research to

initial operational capability, it is clear that DoD will continue to be

dependent upon liquid hydrocarbon fuels into the next century.

The nation's recoverable fossil energy resources are sizable. U.S.

deposits of coal and oil shale contain more recoverable hydrocarbons than

the world's total proven petroleum reserves. Properly developed, our

domestic fossil energy resources could support national requirements

long enough to allow for the orderly development and shift to renewable

energy sources.

The central energy issue with which DoD must contend is that ot

gaacantceing adequate supplies of mobility fuels for U.S. defense

L-



operations at home and abroad under peacetime and wartime conditions.

Accordingly, the development of a domestic synthetic fuels industry is

vitally important to the Nation's defense efforts.

Extensive synthetic fuels R&D and demonstration programs are cur-

rently being pursued by the Department of Energy (DoE). DoD's primary

objective is to develop the capability to utilize, and become an informed

customer for, the products of the emerging domestic synthetic fuels

industry as soon as they are commercially available. The following are

examples of typical tasks which should be pursued by appropriate ele-

ments of DoD to achieve this overall objective:

o Conduct R&D to develop multi-fuel compatible with synthetic
fuels.

o Conduct R&D to develop propulsion systems for non-conventional
fuels.

o Develop specifications to guide alternative fuels development
by DoE.

o Investigate the logistics requirements for worldwide use of
new fuels by the military, and

o Develop contingency planning for transition from conventional
fuels to synthetic liquid hydrocarbon mobility fuels.

The two most abundant sources of synthetic fuels -- coal and oil

shale -- offer a great potential for relieving our dependence upon

natural crude oil. The technology for producing liquid fuels from oil

shale leads that of coal and both are signficantly ahead of technolo-

gies associated with other alternative sources, such as hydrogen, bio-

mass, and solar.
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DoD thus must continue to emphasize its responsibility to ensure

an adequate supply of synthetic fuels for military needs and the avail-

ability of the technology to effect the best possible use of synthetic

fuels in military mobile systems.



CHAPTER 2

TASK FORCE ACTIVITIES

2.1 BACKGROUND

A meeting* was called on 17 December, 1977 by the Deputy

Secretary of Defense with the objective of determining what actions are

to be pursued by OSD/DoD in meeting future DoD needs for mobility syn-

thetic fuels. The following course of action was agreed to aL the

meeting:

o A DoD Shale Oil Policy Steering Group was set up. The follow-
ing attendees constituted the membership:

-- Mr. Charles W. Duncan - Deputy Secletary of Defense

-- Dr. William J. Perry - Under Secretary of Defense for

Research and Engineering

-- Dr. Gerald P. Dinneen - Principal Deputy and Aisistant
Secretary of Defense(C 1)

-- LTG W. W. Vaughan - Director, Defense Logistics
Agency

-- Dr. John P. White - Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and
Logistics)

-- Dr. Percy Pierre - Assistant Secretary of the Army

(Research, Development and
Acquisition)

-- Dr. David Mann - Assistant Secretary of the Navy

(Research, Engineering and
Systems)

The meeting was stimulated in part by the JCS Briefing of 7 December,
1977 (Appendix A)
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Dr. John J. Martin - Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force (Research, Development
and Logistics)

Dr. Ruth M. Davis - Deputy Under Secretary of
Defense (Research and Advanced
Technology)

Mr. Dale Church - Deputy Under Secretary of

Defense (Acquisition Policy)

Mr. George Marienthal - Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Energy, Environment
and Safety)

" A DoD Shale Oil Task Force on Developmental, Procurement, Eco-

nomic and Industrial Aspects of Shale Oil Exploitations was
established. The Task Force was asked to examine the alterna-
tives available to DoD in meeting its synthetic fuel require-
ments in the 1990's and beyond with emphasis on shale oil and
its comparative advantages and disadvantages.

o The primary objective of the Task Force was to address the
potential use of shale oil as a synthetic fuel to be used by
DoD as an alternative to petroleum based fuels. In so doing,
the Task Force would address:

The technical uncertainties attendant upon shale oil
exploitation.

Alternatives to shale oil for synthetic fuels with empha-
sis on comparative economic, environmental and timing
considerations.

-- Industrial considerations.

Research and Development on new propulsion systems, and
other mobile equipment modifications to permit the effi-
cient use of alternative fuels or other than liquid fuels.

The mutually interdependent roles of DoD and DoE with
emphasis on achievement of Do) needs with DOE support.

The Task Forte held its organizational meeting on 28 December,

1977. Subsequently, a Charter (Attachment I ) was drafted and approved

by the group and individual preliminary assignments were made according

to the charter objectivs.

LnS



Formal contacts with DoE commenced on 23 December, 1977, and

action officers were appointed in each department to continue departmental

coordination. Department of Energy nominated Assistant Secretary of

Energy for Energy Technology, Dr. Robert Thorne, and Department of

Defense nominated Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and

Engineering (Research and Advanced Technology), Dr. Ruth M. Davis.

The first milestone was attained when the group made its

initial report to the Steering Committee on 30 January, 1978 (Appendix

B). In that briefing the Task Force focused its work on the following

areas:

o The compilation of credible and validated supply/demand
data for DoD in the next 25-50 years.

o DoD strategy for maximizing the probability that liquid
hydrocarbon fuels will be available as required.

o Technical uncertainties associated with shale oil
exploitation.

o Alternatives to shale oil with emphasis on comparative
economic, environmental and timing considerations.

o The industrial role and considerations.

o Research and Development activities related to the use
of alternative fuels.

o Characteristics and testing of synthetic fuels for DoD
mobility use.

o DoD/DoE relationships on energy and joint policies.

The approach taken by the Task Force was based on the following

set of assumptions:

o DoD energy demands to meet its mobility requirements

should be a prime determinant of national energy policy.

o DoE energy supply data will provide the basis for matching
DoD demand to supply: We recognized the DoE supply data

6



for the 25-50 year time span is necessarily soft, while
DoD demand data is fairly hard since it is based on data
collected over the last five years and on Service-
documented projections.

o Current DoD R&D programs on vehicular propulsion are
based on liquid hydrocarbon fuel availability.

o The propulsion R&D cycle is typically 20 years (basic
reseach to initial operational capability), thus, DoD's
mobility needs for the next 25 years are dependent upon
the availability of liquid hydrocarbon fuels.

The Task Force's report to the Steering Group consisted of

the following topics:

o Relevant supply/demand data.

o Technical aspects of shale oil exploitation.

o Alternatives to liquid hydrocarbon sources for DoD.

o Industrial activities and roles in shale oil production.

o Relevant R&D ackivities.

o Scenario for Action.

The last topic included a detailed Scenario for Action Plan

that was approved by the Steering Committee and subsequently formalized

by the Deputy Secretary of Defense in a 23 March 1978 Action Memorandum

(attachment 2) issued to Secretaries of the Military Services, the

Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering and the Director

of Defense Logistics Agency.

In that memorandum, the Deputy Secretary of Defense restated

his belief that the Task Force's activities are vital to the future

well-being of national security in all situations and require immediate

and concentrated attention. The memorandum further states that the

Secretary of Defense concurs in this matter and has endorsed the proposed

7



course of action. DoD offices received specific action items that were

outlined in the Task Forces's Scenario for Action Plan. Those assign-

ments constitute the basis of this final report.

Part of the Task Force's review of the industrial considerations

of shale oil was conducted at an 18 April 1978 meeting at Denver,

Colorado, sponsored by the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association.

Thirty-three different companies were represented at the one day uil

shale commercialization strategy meeting. Attending were: DoD, DoE

Shale Oil Industry, and United States Geological Survey representatives

as well as state and local officials. The conclusion of that meeting
'1

can be summarized by stating that commercialization of oil shale can be

realized by mid-1980's if priority is given to:

(1) oil shale technology development needs

(2) overcoming institutional and environmental barriers

(3) providing financial incentives for meeting Federal
Government shale oil production goals, and

(4) access to petroleum deposits

2.2 A PROJECTION OF CRUDE OIL SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION WITH
IMPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE

The Task Force reviewed projections of world recoverable

reserves of natural crude oil and estimated the impact of limited

supplies on national defense. This section describes our review of

production and consumption projections from government and industrial

sources and projects defense mobility fuel requirements for peacetime

and wartime.

Based on these projections, we have estimated the potential

im.pact of increasing economi c and pol i t i ( a I pressures to redtice defense

8



consumption of petroleum as production reaches a peak and begins to

decline. We have also examined the implications of declining petroleum

supplies on our major allies.

Our review of world production and consumption forecasts

involved no original research. Industrial and government literature

and existing intelligence reports were the primary sources of data for

this analysis. From these sources we have learned that among government

and industrial analysts there is a general concensus on estimates of

the total resources available and on forecasts of future production.

From these consensus projections, it is evident that recoverable

petroleum resources cannot continue to support consumption growth

trends established over the last quarter century. It is also evident

that defense operations will be significantly affected as the production

rate of natural crude first begins to grow more slowly and then begins

to decline. The likely time period for the appearance of significant

effects is roughly 1990-2005. By that time, natural crude production

must be augmented by alternative sources of mobility fuels if we are to

sustain the force structure and the force readiness necessary for

national defense.

2.2.1 World Resources

Estimates of the total recoverable amount of natural crude

have increased nteadily until 1960. These increases were tied to an

increased knowledge of the earth's geology and expanded drilling of

known oil bearing formations. Sinre 1901, the range of estimates has

narrowed and settled in the 2-2.5 trillion barrel range. These estimates

are based on projected recovery t'echnol ogy and assume the ext ract ion of



approximately 35-40 percent of the crude resource. It is unlikely that

significant additions will be made to estimates of the total recoverable

resource unless unexpected breakthroughs are achieved in recovery

techniques.

2.2.2 Consum tion Trends

Cumulative consumption of petroleum through 1976 totaled

340 billion barrels, about 15 percent of the total resource. World

consumption has grown from about 4 billion barrels per year in 1950 to

22 billion barrels per year in 1976. This reflects an annual average

growth rate from 1950 to 1973 of 7.5 percent slowing to an average of 1

percent between 1973 and 1976. Growth in 1977 returned to a 4.) percent

annual rate.

Growth rates for non-communist countries are somewhat lower,

averaging 7.1 percent per year over the period 1950 through 1973, then

dropping to near zero growth through 1976.

2.2.3 Production Forecasts

Production projections cannot, however, support consumption

growth at the previously cited long-term rates. As the total amount of

oil in the ground decreases, the real price will increase and production

and consumption rates will first grow more slowly and then decrease in

absolute amounts. A consensus of production forecasts shows world

production peaking at slightly less than 40 billion barrels per year

before the turn of the century. For the World Outside Communist Areas

(WOCA), we portray a curve that peaks at about 25 billion barrels per

year under the assumption the OPEC production reaches 45 million barrels

per day. This assumption requires a Saudi Arabian production of 20

10



million barrels per day around 1990 compared to about 9 million barrels

per day now. This rate is within the capacity of their fields should

they choose to develop the required production capability but this

expansion of capability may riot bc politically or econor!cally acceptable

to them.

Projected cumulative production is displayed in Figure 1 and

shows how production is likely to be constrained as we approach the

limit of recoverable world resources. The world and WOCA annual produc-

tion functions implied by this situation and that torm the basis for

the analysis in this report, are shown in Figure 2.

From these forecasts, we conclude that production will probably

peak before the turn of the century. We also conclude that historical

growth patterns cannot be sustained.

2.2.4 U.S. Domestic Data

U.S. domestic production has passed its maximum by most

estimates. Production peaked in 1970 at roughly 4.1 billion barrels

per year and fell to about 3.7 billion barrels per year in 1977.

During this time, domestic consumption grew to 6.7 billion barrels per

year. The gap between domestic production and consumption has grown

rapidly and imports have increased as depicted in Figure 3.

Projections by major U.S. oil companies indicated domestic

production may reach 4.2 billion barrels per year by 1990 under assump-

tions of favorable government action on decontrol issues. Even with

this somewhat optimistic projection, it is clear that growth in U.S.

consumption of petroleum must be supported by imports or substitutes.

11



2.2.5 Defense Petroleum Requirements

Direct U.S. military consumption is only about 2.5 percent

of total U.S. consumption. In fact, peacetime direct military consump-

tion could be supported by less than 5 percent ot 1977 domestic produc-

tion. Nonetheless, the U.S. military is the largest single consumer in

the U.S. marketplace.

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2
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1

Thus, military consumption will be subject to high visibility

and to significant pressures to limit consumption when tree world

supplies become restricted and prices increase substantially.

In fiscal year 1977, detense consumption totaled about 175

million barrels. About 15 percent of this consumption was for power

generation and heating of fixed facilities. The remainder was consumed

by ships, aircraft and vehicles as a mobility fuel. These mobility

fuels are displayed by product type in Table 1. It should be noted

that the major portion of this defense mobility consumption, about 114

million barrels (75 percent), was jet fuels. Navy consumption of

distillates was second at 23 million barrels (15 percent).

14



TABLE I

PEACETIME MOBILITY FUELS CONSUMPTION
FY 1977 (BBLS in 000)

AF ARMY NAVY OTHER TOTALS

Jet Fuel 86,536 2,600 24,800 - 113,936
AVGAS 698 100 ,O00 - 1,798
MOGAS 1,483 3,200 1,200 500 6,383
Distillates 1,038 2,500 22,700 700 26,938
(less fuel oil)
TOTAL 89,755 8,400 49,700 1,200 149,055

Service projections of peacetime consumption through FY 86

show slight decreases in consumption. The decrease is attributable

almost entirely to the Navy. Navy jet fuel consumption decreases

result from increased use of simulator devices for training and improved

efficiency in the next generation of aircraft engines. Projected

decreases in ship distillates are attributed to programmed hull cleaning

techniques and improved anti-fouling paints. Air Force programmed

flying hour increases are offset by decreased consumption per flying

hour so projected consumption remains relatively constant. These

projections are summarized in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4

DEFENSE CONSUMPTION OF MOBILITY FUELS
(MILLIONS OF BARRELS PER YEAR)

ISO

BARRELS PER YfAR
(fILL ION)
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Years
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We assume that by 1986 conservation measures and simulator

usage will have succeeded in achieving the majority of attainable fuel

savings that can be reasonably expected given existing technology. We

also assume that force structure and activity rates will continue at

currently programmed levels after 1986. Thus, we project DoD consumption

after 1986 to remain constant.

To meet wartime military and industrial requirements, the

U.S. could use major oil stocks from three categories. These are DoD

owned stocks, industrial stocks and the federally owned Strategic

Petroleum Reserve (SPR). War reserve stocks and the supply pipeline

for peacetime operations would probably provide adequate stocks for at

least the initial period of a major conflict.

U.S. industrial stocks are about 1,200 million barrels. At

current consumption rates, this would provide 65 days of consumption

without replenishment. However, about 30 days of stocks are needed for

refinery feedstocks and to fill the transportation pipeline. Industrial

stocks are therefore sufficient only for 35 days of normal peacetime

consumption.

The SPR may have its currently authorized one billion barrels

in place late in 1985. Fill rate milestones are:

Now in place 29.1 million barrels

End of 1978 125 million barrels

End of 1979 281 million barrels

End of 1980 500 million barrels

End of 1985 1000 million barrels

16



These stocks combined with domestic productiou would supply

our requirements in most projected wars.

2.2.6 Implications for Defense

Although wartime consumption requirements are important

for strategic planning, the total amount required is small compared to

expected peacetime consumption over many years and could be supplied

from our stockpiles. Moreover, in wartime, needed fuel would undoubtedly

be provided by reallocating from other sectors. In peacetime, we

cannot count on such a reallocation. Thus, the major impact of diminish-

ing fuel supply on Defeise would be on peacetime consumption.

The amount of fuel available to Defense depends on several

variables including the price of oil, size of the Defense budget, and

possible preferential allocation schemes. These variables and their

interaction are too complicated to project with any certainty. However,

we can estimate when DoD might be significantly affected by attempting

to relate effects on the overall economy to possible impacts on defense.

We anticipate that the pressure on defense might become

intense when production can no longer support the historical trends in

consumption growth (business as usual). At this point, the overall

economy will have to begin to make major adjustments. We anticipate

that higher prices and political pressure may force defense to reduce

consumption at the same time the private sector has to adjust to lower

economic growth rates and individuals adjust to lower rates of growth

in overall economic standards of living. If we assume that defense

17



must bear a proportionate share of the shortfall between consumption

trends based on past rates of growth and projected production (showr i,,

Figure 5), we can anticipate major reductions in force levels or c'.ivity

rates starting about 1990.

FIGURE 5

NONCOMNJIST WORLD PRODUCTION SHORTFALL
(BILLIONS OF BARRELS PER YEAR)
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On the other hand, it is conceivable that Defense could

continue to obtain the fuels it requires until petroleum production

The above conclusion is based on an analysis that assumed a maximum
Saudi Arabian production rate of 20 million barrels per day. If Saudi
Arabian production were held at its current level of 9 million barrels
per day, then the same analysis would lead to a ulate of about 1985 tor a
significant impact on defense. However, it is likely that Saudi Arabia
production will increase to at least 12-14 million barrels per day if
not the full 20 million barrels per (lay.
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peaked and began to fall. In this case, major impacts on Defense would

be avoided until just after the turn of the century.

The possible impact on defense, based on these two scenarios,

is shown in Figure 6 and suggests that the impact on Defense would

occur in the 1990-2005 period.

FIGURE 6

POSSIBLE MOBILITY FUEL AVAILABILITY TO DOD
(MILLIONS OF BARRELS PER YEAR)
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2.2.7 Implication for Major U.S. Allies

As world crude production declines, our European and

Asian allies will be in much the same position as the United States.

These countries will find it difficult to retain conventional patterns

consumption in the face of declining supplies. The probable effect

will be to reduce supplies for national defense in peacetime unless
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alternative sources (syncrudes) or alternative technologies (hydrogen

engines, etc.) are available.

Less information exists concerning the current and projected

defense fuel requirements of our NATO and Japanese allies because this

area has traditionally been left to each individual country and because

their budgeting and planning tends to be fairly short range.

NATO (Europe) total consumption is about 9.7 million barrels

per day or 50 percent that of the United States. NATO peacetime military

consumpticn is about 20 percent of U.S. military peacetime consumption.

NATO petrolei- stocks of 964 million barrels are equal to about a 95

day supply at peacetime rates including transportation stocks and

feedstocks.

The absolute level of stock available in wartime is scenario

dependent. While reserves are widely dispersed throughout Western

Europe, European procedures require oil companies and private industries

to fund and hold reserves rather than relying on national strategic

petroleum reserves. Large reserves are held near refineries and in

above ground storage tanks and thus are highly vulnerable to attack.

Average Japanese oil consumption was 4.8 million barrels per

day in 1976 or about 25 percent of U.S. domestic consmption. Peacetime

defense consumption is approximately 0.3 percent of the national oil

consumption or around 15 thousand barrels per day. Japan maintains 376

million barrels of reserve stocks or approximately 75 days worth at

peacetime rates.
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Both Japanese and NATO military consumption rates are lower

than they were prior to the 1973 oil embargo. Our best information

indicates that until the year 2000, peacetime military needs in Europe

will remain relatively constant because major additions to the force

structure are not anticipated. Japanese consumption could increase

slightly if Japan removes the one percent of GNP ceiling on defense

spending, -- a step not anticipated in the near future.

2.2.8 Conclusions

We conclude that all projections of impacts of petro-

leum shortages on defense are highly uncertain. National priorities,

both in the United States and for major U.S. allies, may force policies

that could dramatically alter the supplies of petroleum products avail-

able for defense from those depicted in Figure 6. Policies formulated

by nations and organizations outside our traditional alliances could

also significantly alter world supply projections. We can only conclude

that the world resource is finite and, given projected recovery tech-

niques, supplies of natural crude in the world marketplace will rise

and then decrease significantly within the 25-50 year period studied by

the Shale Oil Task Force. In order to have high confidence that suffi-

cient mobility fuels will be available for Defense, alternatives must

be developed and produced as depicted in Figure 7.

Conservation, expanded recovery techniques, increased

user efficiency and new discoveries may delay the production decline

but only for a short time. We believe, however, that these actions are

important since they provide additional lead time for the development
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of mobility fuels derived from alternative sources. DoD's role in

developing and implementing a national energy policy containing syncrude

production provisions is critical to assure continued ability to maintain

our force levels and operating tempo at the level we believe necessary.

FIGURE 7

THE PRODUCTION OUTLOOK
(BILLIONS OF BARRELS)
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Existing legislation that beais upon the mobility fuels

problem can be divided into two categories: (1) legislation that deals

with the stockpiling or allocation of natural petroleum fuels, arid (2)

legislation through which the Government can offer incentives for

industry to develop alternative fuel sources. The principal statutes

in these categories are listed below:

2.3.1 Stockpiling or Allocation of Natural Petroleum

2.3.1.1 Defense Production Act - Title I

Title I of the Act, "Priorities and

Allocations", authorizes the President to require that performance

under contracts deemed appropriate to promote the national defense

take priority over other contracts.

Title I was used in 1973 when the DoD asked

the Federal Energy Administration to invoke the production act to meet

its petroleum needs. The Defense Fuels Supply Center requested this in

hay of 1973 (before the oil embargo). It was invoked in November of

1973, and initial deliveries began in the first quarter of 1974. Much

of the delay was caused by the lack of existing procedures to apply the

DPA to fuels. To correct that, in 1975, the DoD provided to FEA a draft

regulation outlining required procedures. No action was taken by FEA on

this.

In February 1978, we asked the Administrator of

the Energy Regulatory Administration, who now has authority for such

matters in the Department of Energy, to reopen this issue. He has done

so, but there are continuing issues between DoD and DoE regarding pricing,
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been given under the DPA. Additional work is needed to clarify just

how that would work and to estimate the certainty with which these

arrangements could be successfully implemented.

In summary, legislation does exist to permit D)oD to

obtain petroleum products "off the top" in periods of scarcity; however,

procedures for so doing need clarification. Is.ues exist between the

DoD and DoE that will require negotiation before the procedures can be

finalized. Even when this work is done, however, major uncertainties

will remain about DoD obtaining needed supplies in peacetime. During

periods of war, we can assume that the national detense etfort may

obtain priority. During peacetime, the Dot) will be hard pressed to

compete for energy resources with the other sectors of the national

economy.

To a degf-ee, the DoD must be prepared to share

national scarcity. We can do that up to a point; however, there is a

minimum level of training required if force readiness is to be maintained.

This training, even when performed as austerely as possible consumes

enormous quantities of fuel. It is difficult to convince the public of

the need for continuing training when the fuel can be used to keep the

commercial airlines on schedule and more factories open.

The DoD does not have the final decision on

implementing any allocation mechanism. Iltimately, the President must

make the difficult decision, and it may not be possible for him to

provide DoD the fuels it needs aftf-r onsideri ng all aspects of the

problem. Ironically, it is in a period of general fuel shortages when
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industrial base requirements in peacetime or during mobilization. The

existing supply of petroleum, the feasibility of substitution, civilian

austerity and conservation would have to be addressed.

The obvious shortcoming of Title III is its

inextricable relationship to national defense. If it can be demon-

strated that liquid fuels derived from oil shale are essential for

national defense, the President can request appropriations from Congress

under Title III. These appropriations could be used to guarantee loans

(Section 301) and to make loans (Section 302) to private business

enterprises for the expansion of capacity, the development of tech-

nological processes, or the production of liquid fuels from oil shale

or other sources. The President can also request appropriations to

purchase, or make commitments to purchase, liquid fuel produced from

oil shale (Section 303).

As an alternative, the Executive Branch could

press for legislation that would broaden Title III to include ener

as an independent non-defense criterion as was done for Title I powers.

However, this would further dilute the effectiveness of the Act for

direct defense programs. It could also be argued that broadening

Title III would detract from its original intent and purpose of providing

resources for the national security.

2.3.2.2 Department of Energ Act of 1978,_Civilian
ATplications - P.L. 95-238 - Title 11

The Department of Energy Act of 1978, Civilian

Applications (P.L. 95-238 -- February 25, 1918) that authorizes appro-

priations for the Department of Energy (DoE) for FY 1978 provides tor
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involvement is necessary to ensure adequate supplies of defense mobility

fuels as natural crude production begins to fag world demand.
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'.4 ALTERNATIVE SCPPLY OPTIONS

As was the case in looking at the legislative alternatives,

supplv options can be divided int o two itegories: I ) those dealing

with natural pc troleun, and t2) those focused on synthetic fuels.

2.4. Supply Options -- Natural Petrolt,j

2.4. 1. I Comiservat ion
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As advances are made in conservation technology, conservation

opportunities could increase and if the price of mobility fuel doubles

between now and 1985, as DoE estimates, alternativts not presently

palatable from a cost standpoint will become more attractive.

2.4.1.2 Priority Use of Available Stocks by Doll

We previously discussed the pitfalLs in

allocation schemes. Procedures need to be defined and DoD must learn

how to articulate its priority effectively at the highest levels of

Government. Even then success is not assured.

It may be possible to go further than we have

discussed. We might be able to obtain legisiation that would mandate a

priority for DoD operations under well-defined conditions a,,d procedures.

Such legislation would incorporate the useful portions of the DPA and

EPAA, tailor it specifically to fuels for mobility purposes, define

those purposes in the context of the legislation (e.g., administrative

motor pools would not be provided priority allocation but lighter wings

engaged in a specific program of training or operation would be),

identify the information needed to document the case for priorities and

identify the mechanisms for allocations to the established priority

scheme.

If we pursue this legislation, we recognize

that the proposal has pitfalls as well as promise. Another priority

system superimposed upon other more generalized authorities compli(ate

the problem instead of resolving it. The Administration may riot favor

legislation that could reduce its flexibility in responding to a fuel
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shortage. The DoD would be faced with the same uncertainty of a

favorable decision to activate the authority as it does with the DPA

and EPAA.

2.4.1.3 StocJkpui I

Various stockpiles exist or are being built.

Industry has its own stocks for its management purposes, about 1.2

billion barrels. DoD has war reserve stocks that are calculated to

provide fuels to deployed forces in a contingency from D-Day until

resupply is established. Doj) also has about 14 million barrels in its

tankage or in the supply pipeline to support normal peacetime operations.

The Strategic Petroleum Reserve (SPR), is being established to provide a

source of crude petroleum in the event of disruption to our overseas

sources. The SPR would compliment DoD stocks in some scenarios by

providing crude oil to refineries to process and ship to deployed forces.

There is no stockpile that is earmarked for

DoD to use in a peacetime period of supply shortfall. l)oD war reserve

stocks are specifically for wartime operations. The SPR is 3 national

stockpile, to he allocated if the need arises, across the spectrum of

national needs and priorities. A supply option for DoD to consider,

then, is a special, earmarked "embargo" stockpile. This could be part

of the SPR (mandated through legislation) or separate from it (stored

by DoD for DoD).

Additional stockpiling (either an SPR add-on or

DoD controlled) would he an expensive option because storage capacity

would have to be built or leased and petroleum (either crude or refined)
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would have to be brought and transported to storage sites. DoD

stockpiling would require Congressional approval (funds must be

appropriated), could exacerbate the balance of payment problem if

petroleum is purchased abroad, but would not provide ironclad assurance

of its availability to DoD when the need arose. During the 1973

embargo, the DoD was requested to provide jet fuel priority war reserve

stocks for commercial airlines. "Embargo" stocks would seem even easier

to divert.

A variation on this alternative would be to

earmark a portion of the SPR for DoD purposes. This would avoid the

problems associated with increasing planned stockage levels but would

not have one of the advantages from doing so -- the extra insurance of

an absolute increase in the total amount of petroleum stockpiled. "How

much is enough" is a question validly asked when buying additional

insurance. A strong argument can be made from DoD's perspective that

with a one billion barrel SPR, there are sufficient stocks for foreseeable

requirements. The prblem is getting some portion of the currently

planned stockpile committed to DoD.

Efforts to develop this commitment are needed

as a follow-on to the work of the Task Force. These efforts should be

conducted in conjunction with the priority allocation work discussed

above.

2.4.1.4 Fuel Specifications

It is possible to broaden the range of petroleum

products that are usable in DoD mobility equipment through R&D on fuels
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and propulsion systems. Ability to use a broad spectrum of fuels,

without unacceptable performance degradation would be of great value in

periods when the shortages (and the inadequate supplies available) must

be shared by everyone. With multi-fuel engines, DoD', flexibility to

acquire fuels in a tight market (when refiners do not have the resources

to cater to DoD's unique requirements) will be greatly enhanced.

The Army has done considerable work in this

area, largely on piston engines, the other Services lesser amounts.

Development of a multi-fuel capability is a low-cost option and should

be aggressively pursued.

2.4.2 Sl Olqptions -- _ Synthetic Fuels i
____________ __________F

We have demonstrated that oil, refinable into DoD-

usable products, can be extracted from the plentiful materials such as

coal, oil shale and tar sands. This section of the report discusses

these synthetic fuels.

Projected cost of fuel derived from these sources is

considerably more than the present cost of natural petroleum products.

As natural petroleum becomes scarce, its price will increase. As

synthetic fuels are produced on a large scale, their price should

decline. Over the long-term, it does not appear that the current cost

disadvantage of synthetics will persist.

An important consideration is that these sources are

both plentiful and domestic, hence secure. Balanced against the fast

dwindling and largely foreign reserves of natural petroleum, exploitation

of synthetic fuels by the Dol) is an attractive alternative.



2.4.2.1 Preparations to Use_§ynthetic Fuels

Considerable effort is ongoing under a Navy/

DoE program to produce and refine 100,000 barrels of shale derived fuel

for testing in DoD propulsion systems. This test will provide data on

refining techniques, fuel specifications and engine performance, all of

which will be needed if DoD is to prepare to use synthetic fuels when V

they are commercially available. Smaller ongoing Army and Air Force

programs also exist.

2.4.2.2 Support DoD's Initiatives to Commercialize a
Svnthetic Fuels Industry

DoE is currently looking at a variety of

approaches that will be described in the next section. DoD is not

actively involved in these DoE initiatives; however, DoD could lend

its support to legislation sponsofed by DoE based upon the advantages

to the national security inherent in a strong synthetic fuels industry.

2.4.2.3 Be an Active Partner with DoE

DoD could, after appropriate acceptance

program, agree to purchase quantities of synthetically derived fuels to

assist in the commercialization program. This purchase could be at the

prevailing cost of natural product, or DoD could agree to pay a premium

price for synfuels.

DoD could utilize the product in a variety of

ways. It could blend it with natural petroleum products. DoD could

use it directly in existing mobile equipment, or could trade synthetic

crude with refiners for specification products. The quantity of products
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DoD would guarantee to purchase could range from a token amount of 100

percent of our mobility fuel needs.

2.4.2.4 Establish a Synfuels Government-Owned,
Contractor Operated (GOCO) Facility

Under this alternative, the DoD would be

heavily committed. DoD would arrange all the financing, take all the

risks and dispose of all the output. Conversely, it would give the

DoD control over a source of fuel that would be more assured than any

other alternative.

There are major policy issues attendant to

this alternative, including the development by DoD of a new role

normally filled by the private sector. Any one cannot escape the

inevitable conclusion that if it is seen to be in the national interest

to divert DoD's synfuel output, it can be done with this as with any

other alternative.

In summary, domestic synthetic fuels provide a

secure supply and can be made available when natural petroleum products

are scare. A healthy domestic synthetic fuels industry is in the DoD's

interest. The extent to which the DoD becomes involved in creating this

industry must be determined by:

o Cost versus benefits to DoD.

o The role of DoD in the evolving national energy supply
strategy.

o The eventual dvelopment of adequate specifications and
standards for synfuel products.

o The logistic implications of relying on synfuels for a
portion of all of its mobility fuel needs (e.g., impact
of 100 percent U.S. synfuel reliance on NATO interoperability
goals).
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o The role of synfuels for DoD in context with other supply
alternatives discussed in this section.

A summary of potential syntuel candi dates is

presented in the following section.

2.5 SYNTHETICMOBILITY FUEl. OPTIONS

Department of Defense mobile equipment units are optimized

to perform a specific mission in the most cost-eff ective mariner. Wi th

the exception of nuclear power for selected :Ahip applications, mission

requirements limit fuels cons i dered for mob Ie equ i pment to Ii qui d

hydrocarbons. This class of fuel provides excel I ent energy values per

unit weight and volume coupled with acceptable logistics and energy

release characteristics.

Hydrogen has a high energy value per unit weight (51,000 Btu

per pound) but has a very low energy value per unit volume (29,600 Btu

per gallon) and requires low temperature storage to keep it in a liquid

form. These characteristics remove hydrogen at the present time from

consideration as a military mobility fuel, except for a few specialized

applications.

The potential sources of liquid hydrocarbons, other than

petroleum, generally fall in three categories: (1) sources of liquid

hydrocarbons other than petroleum resources, e.g., shale oil, heavy

oil deposits and tar sands; (2) solid hydrocarbon materials, e.g., coal

and (3) solid materials which contain hydrocarbons, e.g., biomass. The

results of a survey of these potential sources is summarized in Table 2.

Petroleum and hydrogen are included to provide reference points.
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Based on all the factors evaluated, shale oil is a most

attractive near and mid-term alternative source of liquid hydrocarbon

fuels for military mobile equipment. The prospects of shale oil derived

substitutes for natural crude products have improved through recent

demonstrations of commercialization techniques. The main problems,

however, continue to be institutional and environmental, and if they

are not resolved coal derived liquids will start to appear more viable.
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theoretical analysis and practical application that should be of broad

utility in developing the required technology.

Four Western oil shale contracts (Occidental, Equity, Geokene-

tics and Talleyfrac) are scheduled for completion by 1981. Each will

proceed through commercial scale retort tests. If results are successful,

scaleup to commercial operation by 1985 should be possible. Each

company has suitable land for commercial operation. A different part

of the total Western shale oil resource is represented by each of the

contracts.

Occidental and the Rio Blanco Oil Shale Company have work

proceeding both at C-a and C-b prototype lease tracts in Northwestern

Colorado. The two leases represent different versions of the modified

vertical in-situ technology outlined in the revised Environmental

Development Plan (EDP) for each tract. With timely success in this in-

situ technology effort, a production of 150,000 barrels per (lay could

be achieved in the mid-1980's.

DoE believes that surface retorting technologies should be

proved in commercial scale modules as early as possible. Under Secretary

Myers stated that this is achievable by private industry it government

provides appropriate incentives. [)A has initiated a project to develop

a Management Plan for Oil Shale containing adequate provisions to

achieve commercial scale modules.

Additional details on the current DoE oil shale prograi are

contained in Volume II.
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Government involvement in commercialization alternatives for the

creation of shale oil industry are presently based on the perceived

problems and needs of the potential industry. The major problems are:

(1) the large amount of capital required to construct a large shale

oil production facility (50,000 barrels per day plant will cost over $1

billion), (2) the high cost of products produced from shale oil, ($15

to $25 per barrel), and (3) the environmental and other permits that

must be obtained, for example, about 100 separate permits are required

to produce shale oil in Colorado.

The high capital cost of shale oil production and storage

facilities and transportation is generally agreed to exceed the capa-

bilities of all but the largest companies. The capitalization problem

is further aggravated by uncertainty that acceptable returns on invest-

ment can be achieved due to both the high cost of salable products

compared to natural petroleum products and the possibility that products

derived from shale oil may not be acceptable to some consumers.

Tehnological risk and environmental considerations associated with the

production and refining of shale oil products further increase the

uncertainity. These considerations are dependent to some extent on the

processes e.mployed.

A few of the possible options available to facilitate the

formation of capital include:

0 Loan guarantees (provided for in the FY 1978 Energy
Research and Development Administration's (ERDA)
Authorization Act).

o Guaranteed purchase price for products from shale oil
(provided for in the FY 1978 ERDA Authorization Act).
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o Tax incentives for the production shale oil products
(similar to tho "Talmadge" amendment to the NatijonalI
Energy Act).

" Goverrnment financing, in part or totally, of shale oil
production facilities.

" A manda te that c rude oil retine rs use a spec ifited per:ent
of shale oil (or more generally, synthetic crude oil)
as input to their processes (refinieries).

There are many other i iwenti yes and varitat ions onl those

enumerated .The incentives to r cap it a fi'tMta ti on 11c tded p)os Sh Ie

mechanisms to provide a reasonable return on investment. The large

capital requi remnent s probably make it niecessary to provide both di rect

assistance in capital formationl, e.g., loan guarantees and government

f inanc inrg, and mec han isins to a ssuire a favo rablie returirn on inves tmient,

S. g., purc-hase' gita ran tees. We note that Ca nadia hais adopted a l aw thadt

will subsidize the price of oil produced frcom Alhe~rt .i ttv '-Inds. Iii s

type of subsidy might also be necessary to iiike poss ib le~tw re1- tciii

commercial izat ion of shaile oil.

[he problems associated with etv i rorirrerta I and othetr perm1ilts

r.equi red to construct anti operajte sfi,iIe o1il prodii t loll tt I It It )SI'(-

difficult to Solve. The only logit al .iptiittIott ol ., legisl'ited

mandate that would override the permit plro esses (as use'(d to (ot;t ruct

the Alaskan oilI pipel ine ), is a concerted It t~il byv hdera I staite itnd

local governments, in i-oncert withf the v'itimlos plbitI. itteret g'roulps,

to minimize the t ime and] (ost of thv perm~it proiiss. Sh11ott ol f n thfw

potential shale oil industry tfeIls thatt .I stihi li/.rig of iitiits

would he a great help. A tompulty's sfiqoil 11I-iii 111.1y he o h
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based on present criteria, but they have no assurance that the criteria

will not change in the future and their plan become unacceptable.

The lead time to establish a commercial shale oil industry is

at least 8 to 15 years. Failure to initiate the establislunent of a shale

oil industry until the market price of products will assure a favorable

return on investment is not commensurate with the Nation's and DoD's

future needs for assured supplied of liquid hydrocarbon fuels.

Providing incentives and exploiting these commercialization

alternatives is primarily a DoE responsibility. However, DoD's future

operations are tied so closely to the availability of mobility fuels

that close and continuing liaison must be maintained with DoE and the

industry on these and other synfuel options. We have initiated this

liaison and have provided for its continuance in the DoD Mobility Energy

Plan structure.

Equally important are the DoD efforts to develop the fuel and

engine technology necessary to use synfuels when they become available

in quantity. A general strategy for DoD's RDT&E approach to synthetic

fuel utilization is presented in the next section of this report.
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2.7 DOD SYNTHETIC FUELS TECHNOLOGY PLANS

2.7.1 Introduction

The introduction of synthetic fuels into DoD service

requires activity which can be organized toward two major objectives.

The first, more immediate objective, is the achievement of capability to

utilize synthetic fuels in the existing inventory, much of which has 20-

40 years of remaining economic lifetime. The second objective, more

distant in time, is the development of equipment designed a-priori to

accept either a single synthetic fuel or, as in the case of a multifuel

engine, to accept a variety of liquid hydrocarbon fuels.

The use of fuels other than liquid hydrocarbon tuels

can also be considered. Such fuels differ markedly from liquid hydro-

carbon fuels in volumetric (BTU/Gal) and gravimetric (BTU/lb) energy

densities and thus may entail considerably different vehi(le contigura-

tions from those conventionally employed. Their use may be restricted

to specific vehicles where further study determines that advantages

exist.

The basic premise underlying the I)oD synthetic iel

technology programs is that the ultimate large scale commercialization

of synthetic fuels will le sponsored by industry in cooperation, perhaps,

with the DoE. Such programs are being discussed and (an be optimistically

expected to start delivery of substantial quanititi's of synthetic mobility

fuels to DoD no earlier than the 1985-1987 time period. Meeting this

schedule will require that prototype specifications for thn-;e 1Lo.!s be

dpveloped by DoD technology studies and provided to the industry during

the 1982-1483 time period.
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The following sections describe the Dol) ind supporting

Service projections of developmental programs required to meet the broad

goals described below. Overall OSD R&D management will assure a minimum

duplication coupled with needed responsiveness. Interoperability among

Services and with allies will be a prime goal of these development

efforts with resonsibilities appropriately assumed by the Services.

2.7.2 Broad DoD Goals

The goal of the DoD technology programs in the adaptation

of synthetic fuels to the mobility applications of the Services. Consid-

eration of the present mobility inventory requires that eirly attention

be given to the definition of the fuels slate requited to support the

technology and test programs of DoD prior to the general urstribution of

these products. This slate and its variation with time, will be dictated

by the nature of the Technology Base programs projected by the Services,

the timing of various elements of the technology programs, the parametric

variations required to support the Services varied technol,,gy investiga-

tions, and the need for close coordination between the synthetic fuel

suppliers and the test program scientists.

In the process of studying the adaptation of synthetic

fuels to present systems, sufficient experience will be gained to provide

a basis for further long term considerations of multiluels engines.
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2.7.3 Service Projections

2.7.3.1 Army

The fuel requirements for U.S. Army engines

must encompass and satisfy a wide range of powerplant systems ranging

from small two-cycle spark-ignition engines to large (over 1000 hp) two-

cycle/ four-cycle compression-ignition engines. In addition, gas turbine

engines are used in fixed/rotary wing aircraft, ground power generation

systems and more recently the new main battle tank (XM-1). Although

some of these powerplants have evolved from commercially available

systems, their configuration has been modified to an extent which generates

fuel requirements exceeding their commercial counterparts. In addition

to this diversity of powerplants, the performance requirements dictated

by combat operations increase the uniqueness of fuel requirements, i.e.,

volatility control for gasolines, storage stability, vulnerability

reduction with use of fire-safe fuel, etc. The types of fuels used by

U.S. Army engines are primarily diesel fuel (regular), JP-4, JP-5 and

MOGAS (automative gasoline).

To accomplish the above objectives, definitive Technology

Base programs need to be established, that initially address the fuel

performance characteristics of these -'roducts. Following this, (orriblistion

characterization, emissions, deposits, wear tnd lubri-,nt performanre

are needed because of tuel charauterist i(s uninknowns The vompa t i 1 it V

of these fuels with materials found in fiuel handli -g systems will he

investigated.
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Following this phase, endurance-type durability test

programs will be initiated to confirm the absence of any deleterious

effects and to also provide necessary reliability and maintainability

data. As part ot this effort, fuel-engine-lubricant compatibility tests

will be conducted to ensure the eventual acceptability of the products

in question. Because of the multiplicity of powerplants selected,

engines having a fuel composition criticality will be evaluated to

provide a representative sampling for the total fleet. Two or possibly

three U.S. Army aircraft engines will be evaluated for certification

using 1000-hour endurance testing. Full-scale testing of fuel handling

equipment systems will be completed using the syncrude-derived products.

The final phase will involve user acceptance fleet testing of U.S.

Army equipment at selected CONUS facilities. Locations will be selected

on the basis of having a high density of vehicle/aircraft systems and a

cross section of operating environments.

In - iition to these activities the Army RDTE program seeks to

develop powerplants with the ability to operate on a multitude of fuel

compositions ranging from aviation gasoline to burner/residual fuels.

The activity leading to this multifuel capability is described in Chart

I.
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CHART

MULTIFUEL ENGINE RIITE IN U.S. ARMY

I. Multifuel (apability as used in U.S. Army RIITE programming documents
detines the ability of a powerplant to ut ilize fuels other thanl the pri-
mary or alternate fuels without exper ienc inrg iny performance degradat ions.
The fuels in quest ion can range from aviat ion garsol mt ) .G5 2 to
burner/residual fuels (V-F-B359).

2. To this end, U.S. Army agencies have been actively pursuing programs
which have been and are being structured to develop mjl t ifulel capabi lit its
for exi sting and future designed powerplan. systems. A brief titsilpt ion
of these programs is as follows:

a. Under the FuelIs and Lubricants RDTE program, an ongo inrg ptrogrfl
is addressing the utilization of high-sulfer fuel-s in two-cycle, diesel
engines which are very fuel sulfur limited. Further, a quial ity fuiel
speci ficat ion which would allow operation of compi vssor-igni t i ("ii tat tI~

engines oil a wide range of diesel/distillate fuwls.

b. Under Tank-Automative Research anti levelopment programs, sevcral
contractual eff rts are addressing the need to increase diesel engine
multifuel capability via possible engine modilIicat ion of by dev elIopiment
of new fiuelI injector systems . fu gas tuorbi nie RI)lE, ('(forts are, be rig
di rected to develop miil t uel capabilIity for thle AGT-[I d)0, the powerplant
for the X?1-1.

Undl~mer research programs be ing sponsored by Armyv Avi at iii Reseairchi
and lDevelopment Laboratories, the miiit ifl cn' apab ili ty is aIso beving pl)o-d
in adva nced combiusto r dev'elopmentalI effort . For texamle t', uider t he STAF
program the gas generators were be inrg rt'tuiired to tt)tt' ite (in .11+, JP' H 1Fl'f
anti fF2 (diesel).

Smal T u rb ine Adin ted Gas Genercit or
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2.7.3.2 Nay

The Navy intends to develop the capability to

utilize synthetic liquid hydrocarbon fuels produced from domestic fossil

resources (oil shale, coal, tar sands) by the time they become commercially

available in significant quantities. Fuels of primary concern are middle

distillates for gas turbine, diesel and steam driven ships (e.g., DFM) and

gas turbine powered ships and ship based aircraft (e.g., JP-5).

Current Technology Base programs are determining

typical synthetic hydrocarbon fuel physical and chemical property relation-

ships and the relationship between fuel properties and hardware behavior.

This work will be used to address .he adequacy of current fuel specifica-

tions for procurement of future Navy fuels and the impact of broadening

specifications in order to increase availability and possibly hold down

costs.

Analyses will be conducted to assess the impact

of fuel property changes on engine performance, total fuel system and

engine life cycle costs, and costs of retrofit and future changes in

maintenance requirements for existing hardware. Future advanced develop-

ment programs will include test and evaluation of selected fuels from i

commercially viable crude sources in full scale hardware. The impact of

the use of these fuels on the total fuel handling and engine system

will be determined.

Of specific importance to the Navy are those

special fuel properties for ship based applications which provide for

enhanced ship safety and reduced vulnerability.
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Finally, test and eva iluation programs will he

conducted Linder operational condit ions in complete systems (both ship

and ship based aircratt) to quality selected fuel types for service use.

2.7.3.3 Air Force

The Air Force has responsibi Iity for the adminis-

tration of aviation fuel specifications for the Services and, ill its

aircraft turbine engines, the Air Force consumes a volume of fuel which

annually comprises about 60 percenit of the I)ol mobility tiel onsiimption.

Therefore the Air Force transition plan for synthetic fuels will only

consider those technical problems which impact on spe ifications tor the

bulk fuels used by tactical and strategic Air Force turbine engines.

Considerations of Air Force ground motor vehicles and facilities will

not be addressed.

The Air Force plans a three-phase program to

introduce synthetic fuels into its aircraft inventory.

Phase I of the Air Iorce transition plan will be

an RDT&E program to characterize 3tP-4 aid .JP-8 fuels produced tr Ili

fossil crude sources (petroleum ami(l syritheti c) irid to evitiuate the

effects of specification limits on cost, avai laility, and reliabil ity

of aircratt subsystems. The program will involve bench testing, componmit

testing and finally full scale engine testing ot selected Air Force

systems. Life cycle costing using host est imates of processing (osts,

hardware retrofit costs, and maintenance costs will hr projected ais a

function of the synthetic fuel spet it cat ions to ,heterminle whetlci sm.11



changes in tuel spe if ic at ions (and no hardware change) or larger changes

in fuel limits with some limited hardware changes is most cost effective.

Phase 1 will continue during Phases I and I11

and, based on flight test data, the total program will lead to the

development of a synthetic fuel specification for Air Force consumption.

Phase II of the Program will provide a safe-to-

fly verification of the prototype specification. It will consist of a

small number of test aircraft accumulating flying hour experience at

accelerated rates. During these endurance tests detailed maintenance

assessments will be made to provide assurances that the alternate fuels

can be used without serious long term detriment to Air Force equipment

or methods of operation. The initial effort will define an air start

envelope and provide ground start assurance. Subsequently enough high

time engine experience will be accumulated to reduce risk of either

catastrophic failure or reduced system lifetime.

Phase III is the lead-the-force flight testing

of an increasing number and variety of aircraft to accumulate statistically

relevant data. The growth rate of numbers of aircraft (and types) must

be closely woven into future synthetic fuel production capability. Both

engine population and hours accumulated per engine must be large enough I.-

to draw statistically sound data since long-term effects such as engine

hot section durability are a concern.

2.7.4 Implementation Schedules

Proposed synthetic fuel R&D program schedules for the

Services are shown in Charts 2, 3, 4, and 5. These plans reflect the



disparate powerplants enumerated above and the requirement to qualify

synthetic fuels of presently uncertain specification without impairing

equipment operation or lifetime. The projected plans vary in level of

detail and are to be considered tentative inasmuch as:

a. Some, but rot all of the required funds have been

programmed through 1983.

b. Arrangements for supply of fuels of variable specifi-

cations required to perform all of the tests and to determine optimum

cost/ performance specifications and multifuel operating ranges have not

been established.

In spite of these and other shortcomings the plans

represent a vital first step toward projecting DoD test requirements for

synthetic fuels.

The specific fuel requirements of the Services are

shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3

FUEL REQUIREMENTS OF SERVICE,-, R&D PROGRAM
(Barrels)

ARMIY 78 79 80 81 82 83

MOGAS 0 2.5 25 238 238 9,524

JP-4 0 1,429 1,420 15,47t) 15,476 17,857

OFT 0 30) 30 1,548 1,548 22, 619

N AV%'Y

JP-5 20 6,,400 131,800 6,200 6,200 500,000

DFM 0 11,50() 9)1,000 83,500 65,750 10,500

AIR FORCE

JP-4 0 300) 1,900 6,625 10,000 15,000

TOTAL 20 39,684 108,175 113,587 99,2t2 575,500

The total Dol) roqo iremnrts f or a s late of Lest fuels is
shown in Ta blIe 4. These data) represent the sums of quanitities indicated

Tn able i.

I'ABLE 4

CO-MNUS IHVI TES!' FIEL S LATE FOR Ilol) PROGRAM
IBi r re I s

/8 71)(1X 82 83

Mo(GAS 0 25 25 218 2118 9,5)24

JP-4 (0 1,729 1,12 22, i01 25,470 32, 857

JP-5 210 6,400 13, 800 6, 20(0 6,200) 500),000)

D FR 030 j30 1,548 1,548 22,019

[)FM 0 1 510 91,000) 83 1, 500( 75 , 150 10,500w

TOTAL1 20 19,684 109,17' 1 1 1 )8 7 9()212 5)75),500



CHART 2

TRAN S I 'II ON PLAN

H )R

UT ILIZ'/AT ION (F SYNTIET I C FULLS BY V.S. ARMlY

T I ME FRAME: PI ) -198()4

PB I MA RY Mo B 1 1.1 TY HE[ Vl.S

DI1ESELI FUlEI I

TUiR BINE FUE L

GASOL I NE

PHASE 1 19)79-1980)

*LABORAToRY ANALYSI S

COMBUSToR ITSi'S

S SI NLE- CYLI NDER I-'N G I N F TESTS

*STORACE1 STA B ILVITY

*E LASIoME B COMPA I BII TYY

*ENG INE iDEPos I'rs

*EMISSIONS

FUEL REQU IREMENTS (GAL)

1)1ESEL 2, ThU

TUBB I NE I 20o ,000

(;ASO L I NE L2 , I0))



CIHARTr 2 Cout 'd)I

ARMIY SYNTHETIC FUEL TRANSITION PLAN

PHASE 11 1981-1982

*FULL-SCALE ENGINE TESTS

* lEST' FUEL HANDI1NG EQ~UIPUMENT

*ENG INE WEAR, LUBR ICAT ION, AND) PERFORMtANCE

*WRITE FUEL SPECIFICATIONS

*QUALIFY AIRCRAFT ENGINES

*LIMITED) FLEET TESTS

FUEL REQUIREMENTS (GAL)

DIESEL I13o000O

TURBINE 1 ,30,oU()o

GASOLI1NE 0, OOO

PHASE III 19gi-1984

*LARGE-SCALE FLEET'TESTS

*FIGHTl TESTS

*TOTAL. (PERAT I (N OF SE LECTED BASES HN

SYNTHIET IC FUlELS.

REV IEW FUlELI SPEC iH1ICAl'I UNS

FUELI REQU IREMENTS I(GAL)

D I ESEL 1 '900,000

TURB INE 1I , 00)

(;ASOL. I NE 8)f), 001)



CHART 3 ' *

NAVAL SHALE O1-L TESTING P1R0CR\M VOL S

FUC"UIO3 PROGRAM TASKS 1979 10R/I 1981 1P. isaCATEGO.1r17 J 18 l-

6.2 ANALYZE FUELS PROPHT:h-S, VE-4IFY CHEMICAL AND
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND CC', 'ARE WITH EXISTING $95 23 $10K
SPECIFICATIONS.

6.2 CONDUCT TOXICCLOGY T .STS: SUPPORTING ANALYSES OF -- T - -- -

LABORATORY ANIMAL EFCTS. I$61$4 $30 $20

6.2 EVALUATE ENGINE AND CGMV,.N NT DEVFLOPMENT. PRO-

VIDE FOR PO.5:3I L. .,NC!1 _!CUMENT MODIFICATION AND --

REDESIGN TO ENSUR - PERAbLITY OF IN-SERVICE SYSTEMS
WITH SHALE FUELS.

6.2 EVALUATE COMINGLED FUELS AND INVESTIGATE ADDITIVES -

TO SOLVE PROBLEMS UNCOVERED DURING ENGINE TESTING. o9 $110 $100 $100 $100

6.3 CONDUCT TOXICOLOGY TESTS ABOARD SHIP. $60 $60 $75 $40 $20

6.3 CONDUCT SMALL SCALE COMEUSTOR TESTS (ASSUMES G
DIFFERENT BOILER OUP NR?' TYPES. 4 OR 5 DIF EPFNT DIESEL '60 500 250

COMBUSTOR TYPES A:NO 3 DI-=EENT GAS TURItNE COM- 0 $4(00 $200
BUSTOR TYPES!,N, IAL.Yl.

6.3 CONDUCT FULL-SCALE LAN') EASED ENGINE TESTS
(ASSUMES 3 DIFFERENT SYSTE,_ S EACH FOR BO Ll RS, 30,15 Q '0 < 3 2S. .% ) 10 1, 14,

DIESELS, AND GAS 7t P 31_3I $1,31T 3j.;LvJ $1.'J L $4 1:: - 415

6.3 TEST FUEL SYSTEMS CC\'?NENTS. TEST COMPATMILITY $ . .$ $160 $115 $15
AND OPERABILITY OF FbEL HANDLING AUXILIARIcS.

6.4 CONDUCT SEA TRIALS. :55.000 ss.r-$375: s $3; -

TOTAL FUEL Ibbl) TOTAL COST I i0l)

6.2 - $ 1,16i $ 231 $ 2. $ 2!.5 $ 215, $120 st,
6.3 172,25) 9,270 2,650 3.9) I,30 E, | !,l1 1

6.4 113.000 710 --- 37 75

TOTAL COST ( 10 ) - $11,184 $2M841 F42.3 $i 1)

TOTAL FUEL (bbi) 2 ,2 ') - 310,.10 0'l~t'A B,.. .

\COsT IN THOUSANDS /



CHART 4

NAVAL SHALE 01L 'rESTINC PRI)CRAM FU-R NAVAL AIRCR-AFT

CATEGR PROGRAM TASKS 8 9~1) 90 1981 1%,2 .1 L

62 DETERMINE CH1I-IICAL CM(N-NTS THAT INFLUENCE
F UEL PROFEA F S E A LIS,4 ST rHAG E S TABILI TY V)

AND OTHER PF4Y5ICOCF. WCAL RELATIONSHIPS.

6.2 DETERMINE EFFECTS OF FUE.. FROPF,4Y VARIATIONS

ON4 HARDWARE PE9FCRVIANC2-. CEVELOP Ni-W LA9- 1
ORATORY TEST ~1FNCJSTHAT RELATE FUEL PRO- $.i 15 $3/3 W42 $4bU 3480 $tbj 0
PERTIES TO ACTUAL F! -4(1RARCE

6.) DEVELOP ALTE.SN ATE T23-, PRIOCEDlURES TO QUALIFYFo 20 20 0_
NE'.' FUELS FOR NAVY USE. V.iND.3,ING FULL-SCALE -- --- - _

ENCGINE TESTING. $39 40 80 $'I 55 i

6.3 CONDUCT ENGINE OUALIFICA7ION STIUDIFS (150 HOUR.
SEA LEVEL/ALTITUDE. CC'0 STA To,; IF 30 ENGINE $8000 3Xb2O $8050

(F-14), TF 34 ENGINE WA)4. TF 41 ENG;IN- IA-7AI. s $b0 ew

6.3 FLIGHT TEST ('00 HOi~l F 14 AND S3A AIRCRAFT
FUEL FOR F-14 WiVL HAVO F-z~N O'DALINED BIY 15010 6.000
HOUR OUALIF'A4710N -,r -SfUEL Fo- S3AV WII HAVE 00 $1,000
BEEN QUALIFIED BY ALT F'NVE 1107 PROCEOURES

6,4/66 tANOB-ASEL)SCC'JACU. C' 0.N0JCT 531i9IcOF fuEt
HANDILING, COAl -:C-4 TA",KADC ED; iPNOIN[E IN 00

SPECTIONS,'STO-,AGE ,iLTY '.":I .O,1EL)$7

6.4(6.6 .AIRCRf4FT CUAI,CAT'DN C2V\DUCT F~LHANDILING
SIUDIFS. COALESCIF !,D ru~lf-J' A LY ,Ii

CONDITIONS; C LOSEi Xc,--7T2N CO 'ULJ~ L'

LINESS AND WV.5 "YA.2>'- IA I

6.? 620 G1.4/ 69%) $53 7700 $3 $69 .'c
6.3 32.2W) 6.444 3w0 1.200 2.42U 1.301 1.550 L X) 1 l

64156.0.O 5w 1 -

b 70 HAC, E IOH W 1 1N'3 - 6. (A) 2 2 ElI 1in M 3. ! _3

TO T AL COSTr I 100 621.143O TS l S 1.7I', $3.W/9 51 S $233 1 $ Cf., ,,-l ,)

TOTAL FUEL 1.02 lQ9 21-3 13 WO ;0 t,2001 "(1 1. .

Bat



CHART 5

AIR FORCE SYNTHETIC FUELS TRANSITION PLAN

($1000's)

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

PHASE I - Technology and
Engine Test

1. Fuels Test Program 150 1000 850
Explore Sources, Costs,

Properties Specification
Sensitivity

2. Physical, Chemical
Properties 010 020 020 020 020 020

3. Toxicity and Fuel Handling 100 100 100 100 100

4. Mainburner Turbine Test 1000 2500
J-57, J-79, F-lO0, TF-33,
TF-39, 3-85

5. Augmentors 1750

6. APU's 500 1000

7. Fuel Systems 500 500

8. Advanced Engines 1250 2000
Interim Fuel Spec.
Engine Qualification Test 2000 2000

PHASE II - Flight Assurance*

1. Test Stand 35
Safe to Fly, Flight Test

2. Durability Flight Tust 150 125

3. Optional Safe to Fly 25

Phase II Fuel Costs Not Shown

PHASE III - Lead the Force
Testing**

I. ATC - T-38 Utilization xx xx

2. TAC - F-4 Utilization
(optional) xx xx

Phase III Costa Not Available

SUMARY

Funds ($1000) 160 2120 7470 5625 2300 245

Fuel (Barrels,
w/o Phase III) 0 300 1900 6625 10000 3000

High Time 150 280 460
Engine Era.

Total Hrs. 450 1000 1720
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CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 IFINDINGS

In this section are listed findings of the Task Force.

3. 1. I Petroleum Shortages

Significant shortages of natural petroleum fuels for

U.S. needs will probably occur in the last 1980's or 1990's. To sustain

the ftor(e st rut t ure arid the force readiness necessary to national

def ense, petr oleum ( rude product ion must be augmented by that time,

wi t h .jI t e nat ivv sources of mobility fuels.

1.2 Foreigri Dependence

U.S. dependency on foreign sources is not likely to

de, rease in the near-term. U.S. domestic production of natural crude

produ(tion has passed its maximum in 1970 and will not appreciably grow

even under assumptions of favorable Government action and new technology.

It is assumed that growth in U.S. consumption of petroleum must he

supported by imports or substitutes.

3.1. 3 Defense Petroleum Requirements

DoD will depend on petroleum or substitute liquid

hydrocarbon fuels to meet its mobility energy requirements for the

foreseeable future.

The total direct U.S. military peacetime petroleum

consumption is about 2.5 percent of total U.S. consumption or less than

5 percent of 1977 domestic production. Mt this total I),I) ( ,nsiupt i,n

PAAD



of 175 million barrels annually, 85 percent is used by vehicles as a

mobility fuel. This amounts to about 400,000 barrels per day.

3.1.4 Priority Allocations

The DoD presently has only two means of obtaining

priority among U.S. users for its fuel supplies: the Defense Production

Act, and the allocation under the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of

1973 which at the present time is scheduled to run out in 1978. During

periods of war, it can be assumed that national defense may obtain

priority; however, during peacetime we conclude that DoD will he hard

pressed to compete for energy resources with the other sectors of the

nat iona I economy.

J.1.5 Natural to Synthetic Crude Oil Transition

DoD must plan an orderly transition from natural to

synthetic oil products and other fuels in the time period (1985-2010) to .

tnsure that its mobility fuel needs can be satistied through greater

reliance on developable domestic sources. To achieve this goal DoD must

vigorously pursue extensive R&D; and planning including:

o development of multifuel engines compatible with
synthetic fuels

o development of propulsion syst ems for non- oniventional
fue Is

" development (f spe(iti(ation% to guideh synthetjc
fuels development by l)oK

o investigating the logistics required tfor worldwide

use of synthetic fuels by the military, and

o development of (ontirigericy plann ing or the transition

from conventional tu ls to svntheti( liquid hydro-
(arbon mobility v i'

0i



3.1.6 Shale-Derived Fuels A Most Attractive Alternative

It is the conclusion of the Task Force that at the

present time, shale-derived fuels are a most attractive alternative for

military mobility needs. The two most abundant sources of domestic

synthetic fuels are coal and oil shale. Of the two, the technology for

producing liquid fuels from oil shale leads that of coal and both iare

significantly ahead of technologies associated with other alternative

sources such as hydrogen, biomass and solar. The main piroblems with

oil shale, however, continue to be institutional arid environmental, and

if they are not solved in the near future coal derived liquids will

start to appear more viable.
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3.2 RECOMMENDATION - MOBILITY FUELS ACTION PLAN

Based upon the findings listed above, the Task Force recommends

that Do[) develop a comprehensive Mobility Fuels Action Plan.

The skeletal framework, including a suggested management

structure and future activities, is described in the next three sections.

3.2.1 Overview

The Shale Oil Task Force has indicat id an urgent need

for a DoD management and program plan directed towards meet ing its f utire

mobility fuel requirements. Essential ingredients of the plan are

listed below.

1. An annual statement is needed of the Doll's current

and projected ten-year mobility fuel requirements, by quantity and type.

2. The DoD needs to make specific requests of the DoE

to meet its future mobility fuel needs from secure sources. This request

will be based upon a formal DoD/DoE secretarial level Memorandum of

Understanding that binds both agencies to work together to pursue more

active programs to meet the DoD's future mobility fuel needs as required.

A briefing will be provided to the President or the National Security

Council, jointly by the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of Energy,

to describe joint policy agreements and programs in order to formalize

administration defense mobility fuels policy at the highest level:-

3. A fuel distribution system will be ider' I -d wt. h

is more responsive to the U.S. Worldwide force structure requirements

and (hanging fuel supplies. The need for additional regulatory agreements



will be determined for allocation of existing assets and for the

development and expansion of productive capacity and supply of defense

mobility fuels.

4. The DoD will plan to shift from dependence upon

natural petroleum products by developing a capability to use the

products of the emerging domestic synthetic liquid hydrocarbon fuel

industry in the longer term (1985-2010). To achieve this objective,

the following RDT&E tasks will be pursued aggressively:

o Develop adequate fuel specifications and fuel
testing methods for a large slate of military fuels.

o Pursue test and evaluation programs for synthetic
fuels.

o In the longer term, develop engines with multifuel
capabilities.

5. The DoD will develop management techniques and plans

to (a) consider future mobility fuel issues during the weapon systems

acquisition process (DSARC interface), (b) foster an industrial base to

support future DoD mobility fuel/engine acquisition requirements and

(c) establish the Dol) as an informed customer for synthetic fuels.

3.2.2 Projosed Assignments

The tol lowing responsibilities will be assigned as

follows:

0 The Deputy Secretary of )el ense wi I I ( ot i tlin to be
the approvi ng authority for major po I i y mat t ers
related to the Defense Mobi l ity Fue Is Program. [he
Defense Shale Oil Policy Steering G VoUp will he
disbanded, however, the Deputy Se( retary of D efense
wi 11 have avai lable for consultat ion the m lhu e s ot
the distanded Steering Group with addtt ,onaI
represelntat ion from ASI)(l'A& ) and ASI (ISA).

Of,



o The Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff wili provide a-,
annual update of DoD's current and projected It
mobility fuel requirements. This statement ot
requirements will include an assessment of DoL
ability to secure adequate supplies for peacctime
operation and to sustain adequate war reserve

stockage.

o The Under Secretary of Defense for Research an4
Engineering will be responsible for proposing p,
and development programs on matters relatinR to
mobility fuels RDT&E.

o The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, -aer,, -
Affairs and Logistics) will be responsible fot
proposing policy and programs on matters pert;,inr..
to logistical, fuel allocation and regulatorr matc.-
He will serve as the primary focal point with th,
Department of Energy for matters relating to befe,-,
mobility fuel requirements.

3.2.3 Suggested Management Structure

The above responsibilities 4re assigned to tl, c- -

officials and will be carried out by them. The Task Force suggests the

use of the following combination of existing and newly created w3,.

groups which is designed to facilitate management and performanc- i.

assigned tasks in an efficient and timely manner while preservicg ,

functional prerogatives of the participants.

o The Defense Energy Policy Council (DEPC) shr,-'
propose policy and programs on matters pertair:--.

operational, fuel allocation, and regulatory i,-.-

o The Defense Energy Action Group (DEAG) shoihl ;

and coordinate DoD-wide mobility fuels et:ort
pertaining to operation, fuel allocation, s:od
regulatory matters.

o The Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for A,-,
Policy should establish synthetic fuel sp- -if
and review the acquisition of new weapons v'-tesI
fuel compatibiiity with supply (DSARC intorlaze
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o A Defense Mobility Fuels RDT&E Policy Council,
chaired by the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense
for Research and Advanced Technology should be
established. The Council will propose policy for
all internal l)oD and interagency matters relat ilry
to mobility fuels RDT&E. Membership should consist
of representatives from OUSDRE and a representative
appointed by each Service, OASD(MRA&L) and the IlLA.

o A Defense Mobility Fuels RDT&E Action Group should
be established to develop plans for, and to
coordinate, ail RDT&E efforts for mobility fuels in
accordance with pol icy estahI i shed hy higher author itI
and in response to Service needs. The RDT&E Action
Group should be chaired by the Ass istant tor Research
to the DUSDRE(R&AT) and should consist of represent.J-
tiyes from OUtSDRE and .i representative app,,ntet by

each Service, the OASD(MRA&L) and the l)LA. Associat,
membership will be ext ended to a representatiye from
each agency with which the group has joint programs
(initially the DoE and NASA).

o The Defense Synthetic Fuels Steering Group (DSFSG)
will be disbanded. The DSFSG is an informal group
with members from the three Services, the iOedense Fuc I
Supply Center (DFSC) and other Glove rnment agencies
active in the synthet ic fuels field. This group Was

formed in response to all AS) ( II. ) request of
27 February 1976 that the Navy serve as the Iocil
point and coordinator of I)ol) synthet ic tuel s efforts.
Th e DSFSG will be s upe rs eded by the tIe ten ste 1oh )1L v
Fuels RI)T&E Action Group.

3.2.4 Proposed RDT&E Action Group Act ivit ics

The lDefense Mobility fuels RDT&K Actior Grouip slonId;

(a) establish working groups, as required, to perform program planning

and coordination tasks (b) establish mechanisms to ensure" adequate

information exchange and preclkide unwarranted duplicat ion of elf tort s

within the DoD and between the IDol) and other agene ls for mobi litv Inchs

RDT&E matters, (c) assign the task of pro(uring test qui(ntities ,,

fuels for RI)T&E programs planned by the Act ion V; op,

08i
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(d) inform for prime-mover development and acquisition activities in

a timely manner of implications for their future efforts that are

derived from the Group's fuels RDT&E program activities, and (e) report

to the Defense Mobility Fuels RDT&E Policy Council by I November 1978

with a coordinated assignment for lead DoD component responsibility

for mobility fuels technology. Comments on lead service assignments

should be solicited from the Services and DLA and presented to the

Policy Group in a decision format.

After program plans have been developed and approved,

tasks to be performed by individual Services and agencies should be

funded and managed through normal channels.
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A\t t .s1 finlicr1i I

Dl) SHALE ()I I. 'I ASK FOR~CE CHARTEkR

DEFENSE TASK FORCE ON SHALE )IL.
EXPLOI TAT ION, D)EVELOfPMENTAL, ECONOMfiI C ANI

1INDUISTR IAL CONS I DRATMI NS

KNOWV~N AS
D)EFENSE SHIALE' ML T .'ASK I (IR('F.

lit k~i omiid

The Depuity Secretary of Defeinse, Mr. tia rIv Dim Iini, iskrd for tic
estahl i shnient of the Task Fort c it a inert Ili m I / Dcembeihe 19/7.

The need for the Task Force was precipi titef by a nletl f ) d eti '115,I

in the immred iate fuituire onl the app lop r ijte i( t i ill to, he taiken by the
Secret ary of Defense to ensure, thlit

I . The exploitation of shale oilI is ippropriately (orsideieui Is
a candi date for' the synthetic fuel nieeds of lDol).

2. T[he advantaiges/dIisadvariitaiges of shil I o0i I are del i riatcl
within tht, context of other alIternat yets to meet i ig DOW,; s tie I o II
needs--froin today inito the prtli (table til re.

.3. The nle-cessary ( i I any) nod i I i cat Iiis to nob i l e eqi Imhi t to

allow thle uise of Sli1i le-ierived fuel Is ire spe i t ](l(.

4. The diata used to descri be the siipply/deind situatilon tf Dl)
and, as app] i cable, the United States regaring fujel I 1Iamid alIt e rnlat 1 ve
sou rces a re cons is tenit wi t h o ff i c i aI Un ited,, S t ates da t j, a re tho1(se used
by DOE anid are ( redihile til the greatest possi jbe extet

A numbe r of relevanit stuid ies and I ilVes t iga t oi11S Iliavi been om le)t ted
within the last f ive years. 'te litest brief itug of the Armed F(i ces
POlI i Cy COMIuC I I on Ene rgy was g iven tiy t he ItCS iin Decembe r 1977 It was
th is br ievf i ng wh ich f let Io stibhseqiieiit i(t ionis i ncIlud Iig set t i fg up1 t h is
Ta~sk Group .

The De fense Sti, I veOf I I 'I ask Foiriev an i if f orn,i I grouip, has heeri t iskcdf to

piro\,i(et r-t omnicti.it i u.is mdo ( miint1 .1! sonl *e, Ioss 1h in1c 1 tf~ siit hJet t s



ideit it ied for See-Det act ion in the Background section. The Defense
Shale Oil Task Force is to report to the Defense Shale Oil St-vriing
Grouip alIso set uip h\1 Mr, Duncan on 17 December 1977. The .Steeri ng
G roup , c h ji red by Mr. Dunc ant, has as mnembe rs: Dr . Perry, Dr . Dinnoern
LTGi W. 6. Vaughan, Dr. White, 1)r. Mann, Dr. Martin, Pi. Davis,

r.Church and Mr. Marienthal .The first meeting of the Steering r
at which the Taisk Force is to report will be held in the latter part
Janua ry 1978.

(Jble! t I ye s

T'he primary objective of the Task Force, is to address the pottent ial u
ot shale oil as a synthetic fuel to he used by DoD as an alternative
crude oil based fuels. Near-term, mid-term and long-term aspe)I %i i
be appropriately and separately outlined.

The Task Force will direct its atLtent i on to t he Isub I&e t s f or
SecDef action as identified iii the Back~ruund 50) tior. In so i,,irl2.
will address:

1. The technical uncertainties atteiidarit upon shale -ii '-xpl
tion including:

a . Mining methods, e.g., pit mining, in situ mininy. r-
pillar mining, above-ground extraction, et(.

b.Water requirement s ind/or p ro)h lis asst,( i ated wit h Jial'
iLl processing.

(.Ret mgn, retort inrg, and~ di stilIlat ion pi-cfeSse5

AIt ernatiyes to ShalIe o il j or s viitthe i, tue i with vi(npha s )i

compa rat iv ye conomi c, env ironentalI anid timin ig ns idt-rat i ns.

i. Industrial considerat ions ine iiiiig:

3 . The support ing role of in'histrv to Old) .ind the iiivers,-

b. The sizing of economically viable- ref iniiig shalte il

production facilities.

C . The advantages / i sadvant ages of I[ol)- owllv 1 I ri t-, 1i

shale oil refining facil ities.

4. Research and] development on new propulsion, do rodynam i v
other aircraft modifications to permit the use of alternative fuetl!
other than liquid fuels: the equivalent R&D relative to other mili,
vehicles (ships, trucks, etc.).



I). h Fhiii t i .s-;tits I (H-l lju i. ri.t i I
its use I I)(IU) veIi ( I s

b .i I) i) hll 1 I la I l I fit c c -ill) I t .

f'h I )Ivsk F Ii, (. f I l ft .i< i s. t I ii.i I ,lit. t , .li ,'v t +
ft will hf sl-Fsjss thii ( , tti thin liii i i!'; .i. t ., i, .
Ili t i I , .i I. s t I if i , hfh.lt t, 1 1. thi i,. I I I,.ti.

[Il I di.1lit o

lx ist m ig l, i, i r! , rI I - j I i t i m :. mIIt , q), t l t , l , t .. th, r , I, -
lint-lit ( I l llI/ A t I , 1I., ),, I I I, l t I ] I/ , h f . ,I I ,I ,,, ++ 1,[ , k , fll ' 1 ] 1) 1r11

t f c IlI s s I - Ilt I .111 I I. l t I 1v+t I s t I ,g t , I+' , f ,I t .I + I it 1,+ , .) 1 1i , 1 .j . J IP

-th l I i, ti I t k ,g I t i t i I Jll t I i, I I I t l,.

fi, . r t I l i I f l . i I I I i I I
l, + ~ l , .+,, ,i I 'r , , + , t I [ , , r '1 1 11 . r t, 1 1 t 1i , + ' , ' r

tlt l i ) ' 
,  

Ill- I, "' ,,Iit I,

S it g t .I I fliplit I (hi tli 1I

p I l l l , I I ,l l t f' I '

T I i! k l ' m , t ti'+ I I I , . .+ l lit i.tf - I : ii,. l , INl., . t Iv I ,

I f -lilt , I I J ill. , 111 , 1 11 1 +r

Pf . (;<(o r gf Ha,l qII t,]th I D('p,+ t v (h + t ,. +,
G t J,. ( f - ( ;;fill( t jl: f.,Xf.( litl Iv S e I + lf'. \1
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Attachment

SCENARTO FOR ACT TN ' " lOPANni

THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON. 0 C. 20301

MAR 2 8 178

'ORDL'hU FOR SEC:2JT.',.IES OF T11E 'iLITARY DEPAP.r!FNTSi

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RY.S.,%\;C.. & ENGINEERING
ASSISTAN' SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (:SA)
ASSISTA"" SECRETARY OF DEFENSE @M.A.L)

ASSISTA''[ SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PA&E)

SUBJECT: Department of Defense Assignments in Support of the

Military Fuels for Mobility Action Plan

I approved the "Scenario for Action" (attached) which wac: proposed by

the DoD Shale Oil Task Force at the 30 January Dor) Sh-ile Oil PolLky
Steering Group meeting. These act ivities are vital to the future ,_il-

being of the nation and national security and require our immediate
and concentrated attention. The Secretary of Defense has ,ndored the
proposed course of action.

The following offices are assigned tl- act~ons below which are keyed to
the Task Force's "Scenario for Actio". Re,-ults will be coordnatd
with the Task Force and providd to the DoD Poli,y; Ste,,r,:g Cr, up f7,)r

appr. al.

" Assistant Secretary of P,,f,n;, (Intcrnit2o,.il curity
Affairs) aqd Assistant -ret.irv ot D.- ,n', (1): -ram
Analysis and Evaluatf,.n will ;rvId- i ,:,.. r r itemrtnt

of DoD 's mobil ity fueI md-, inc lud ; nt, rnat I onai
considerat is.

" Chairman and Cochairmin of rhe Oh oil T, A-- -or, - and
the A:'-is :,t int t crL)ta v .fI I I - r.'-(,

Aftairs and I,,;i ;tic-;) , in cor n. it wi i! w ,., A i -,t, It
Secretary of En.l r,-y (1--,r,.v Te. !,u l, , -: , i ', w drI't
a prolcA ;.1 ~.-cr-'ctorIil--J, '.' .1 ...l.....t ., :. . ;;l iD .,,d

DoE w hl ' dl :. L re . .;iA. 1.ti ,u:: ;. 2., 'ill
also di.! t a n-mor in,!i m , d ,ie!, -I . , .; . I s

proje ct,. .n or,!Lc , :(,.,'L 0o ,,l'lr., '
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0 The DoD Shale Oil Task Force will draft a specific request
to DoF ai-med at meeting DoD's nobility fuel needs from
alternate sources (other Lhil I)oLrulcuml).

0 Assistant Socretary of the Army (Research, Development and

Acquisition) , Assi'~tant St cretary of the NIav- (Research,
Enginv orinv; ant. Systems) , and Ascifstant Secretary of the
Air Firce (i es, irch, Development ind LogisticL,) in cokorcI
nation witli Assistant Secreta-rv of Energy (Ener;,,y Technolcg-
will hiighl Iht. for action corinnercialization projects in
other cnan snLale oil synthetic f i-l areas.

o Assistant Secretary of Defnsc (-Mjipcua.r, Re, tr-ve Affairui
and Logistics), in conjuoctiun WIL!i A-.S~sant s ecretary _,f

the Navy (Research, Enginet-ring ,nd vSyttcms), Assittant
Sacretary' of the Air Force (Ft-- arch, Developmont and
Logistics) and De,,uty Vndor Se,:.,t aiy of 1.tferi-e for Rtkiearc%
and Engi-neering (Acquisitiorz Policy), will ask DuE to:

- Request industry to propose against a Dol) timetable

for early productions ficilitl-s to :neet DoD longer
term needs of about 300,00U bbl/day.

- Prepare a package of financial incentives, pol~cy

changes and Government, a(t len: that will p;rey il

co~ercial synther ic military: fuel sup-plies fren
shale oil, coal and tar sandsl.

0 Assistant Setryof P.fi .("..tinpcw r , R( serve Affairs and

logistic-;) in.! :)putl ' i o ~ t~r f Del *cie for Reseaircl
and Enginec-rir.,, (Atequi iti 11 1''.) illc~rhcafr with
DoE, will worlir olct a t rcrm -'rk f ~i ;c,!l :iv('cation uf
Tit le:, I an0. I of th. P i)- t* lrdact on AtIt for a]llocat Ion
of existing a .t-, ain! t-r oxpain won of prod-active capacity
anti supply for .,zith!cr 1,

0 Dt-fon .o,, l Avt-icccV, if) C('in!ii 'm ansitb A-ssistant
Secrctairy ot i e ('-! i: , D,-.,:ve A!fhi irsi and Lo ' , i s -
tfc'.) .lini :! 11i:it. 1 wl 1d.v'Ip ac, id-upon
all 1cc-it in n r-u ''r' act . to he t.iken by DoE
su; port of V' il)' ity lu.Il-i';'lrtc:nta..

o0 : . :' !: 1! n : , !' tal c. :: :7r

tic. 1:'A a;I kilt !t-,,at Pi . (Maiipc'm1vr,

Re,*.'Al :i: r ,rd Lc, I il , ) in! iii (crd0 i it ie with

Ass i.taiit. tc: i''ci of Lii-g, ( (Vat: 1i:io!- y) , will be

rea pon,;0i,1,c' :icil cdi ;ii: ind prc2uigwith bud-
getary be'~; ceginniig lin FY 1')7'). S;i ,,v.i'qiint Inter-
act ion with the 'rcs ident , Cugi;and OMB is; t.-.!nt il in
this planning.



Finally, it should be noted that DoD has responsibilities as a cust,
for military fuels which are outsidc of DoE's isin. Action plan-

must be deve~loped to meet these retiponsibilitics:

0 Assistantt Secretory of the Army (esrhDovelopmn~i

and Acquis;itlon), Assistant Secrur ity of the 1'y(R, -

Engineering and Systems) and Azss itint Sec:rctaIry or LI;.

Air Fcrcc (Kesuarch, Dcve lot;u ,_-tt .,iid Loe, i w . 1 1i 1
propose coordinated R&D activ.'ti .. to0 dkveiu MuIt i -f~
engines.

o Deputy Under Secretary of Defense fr R;,rhand En.,!i
ing (Reseairc h and Ad vaii-ed Te 1~s1 1 p roposr.o
activities to develop propu1liu un: Ct, ut.isi other
than conventi~onal liquid fuel-..:

0 Defense Synthe t ic Fuel-1 Ster ini a rs; 11 hv-I ad e-
quate fuel 1ipcfca nd fut I t,- t i :, m;. h -i fur a1
large slate of milift iry u 1.;

o Dvf'-.se L1,~c A! d.-v'o I :\;, ;

system in ;upport of t.,, world wl'I '',I, tr

which match ctaringn fi- I iipi iuc; and rI~r ]::'e

o Assi.tant 'Wcr, tary t 'w At r F(r, t. (P, : -tat
and. Los, i't ' -) Ad .. t r lit v r. : 2r It,;

Frig i ricr i n. Int ' . '.-l,1 . r,

plarIII14g tU th, t T .1 . :1.. '! I,, - : .

T'he stjspt-.tv J it,- tor ;,,hr .- :-- t') 0..- p: :i.) '

Dr. Rut h M. , . .e.: rI: : - :...:

days .. hr t t ! ;., dat c of I i 1 i :

Attachment6 6 6:
cc:
UndeL Set x .tirv i: sr,'

Gene ralI Co i
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DRAFT
4. Determine essential anrd des i rable irodi I i cat tonis to

military engines requ ired to operate wie-i fle led by
synthetic fuels.

5. Determine cost of modi t it.at io ind indust ry's
capability to ticorlpurate suit ftflodi fi at ions.

6. Establish Lte characteristics and costs of DoD)I
logistics system required to store ind distributet
synthetic fuels.

L. Each phase of the plan will jncorpuatt provisionts thajt:

1. Establish decision milestones during tait phase to
permit adjulstmierts inl the overall1 p lan to ret Ick
information from parallel Do]) techluoIogy and test
programs, or from other sources.

2. Eva luate financial incentives anti regulatorv options ,
to include loan gua ran tees, tajx inicentiyes, thin imum
prices, antd assured purchase puanitit its.

IV. AMENDMENT AND) TERMINATION

A. This Memorandum of U~nderstanidintg shll heft rev iewed anuI~kH
by DoE and DoD to determine whether it should Ifc cord ii of.d

modii led , or terminated.J

B3. Tbhis Memorauidum of IUderstandinrg may he t etmi rittfd oF mtwifolt
by rnutualI igreemernt of DotE andI Iol) . NottiiaIliv, a miniim 'Iti
l1t) days atlv'rrce titot ice of pttopjose'd terii1 riiott wil ho

p) rov i tied

V. EFFECTIVE DAT-E

Thbis Memo ranidumt of Undrtt'rstanint rg Is e tttetivt wfttr si grid 11v hothI
depiartmen ts.

St. I ftl It t St- kI vt :rtIv

De ~ r tarit (o tt K~rit gy D1,ft f tiltntt I I i

[Da t c .
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